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Elmont, NY Boutique hospitality has found a home for live entertainment in New York. The metro
area’s newest premier entertainment and sports venue, UBS Arena, was made for music and built
for hockey. Home to the four-time Stanley Cup Champion New York Islanders and hosts to some of
the world’s top touring artists and events, the venue delivers a guest experience including incredible
premium spaces, high end amenities, clear sightlines and best in class acoustics. 

Located on the historic grounds of Belmont Park, UBS Arena and is just 30 minutes by train via
LIRR from Grand Central or Penn Station. The venue resides on the crossroads of the city and the
suburbs, making it easily accessible from across the region via mass transit or car. 

The premium collection at UBS Arena features a variety of different spaces to engage in for
business needs from hosting top prospects and entertaining client guests to rewarding staff or even
nights out with friends and family. There are spaces for everyone and every budgetary need that
span exclusive, private suites to lively engaging social clubs.

DIME Club is inspired by loft spaces found in SoHo, with high ceilings and gallery-style art. The
private social club is accessible via the main concourse, includes hospitality and features private
bathrooms just for club members. During Islanders games, there is an all-inclusive food program,
providing endless options from fan favorites to small bites and tasting options. Seats in this space
have a center ice view for hockey and ideal seats for concerts. This club also provides the ability to
purchase additional event programming tickets.

Spotlight Club offers exclusive behind-the-scenes access at UBS Arena for hockey. Glass walls
surround the club, providing an up-close view of the home and away teams coming on and off the
ice for Islanders games. Hospitality, as well as beer and wine, in the space is included while seats
include some of the best in the venue behind the benches for hockey and perfect sightlines to the
stage for concerts. 

UBS Club, on the venue’s suite level, pulls inspiration from New York’s traditional cocktail clubs. The
spacious club features a vintage inspired bar and custom décor. The club-style hospitality is
included in and allows for sit-down meals, networking and entertaining while being able to enjoy a
hockey game or concert from private Opera-style boxes. 



Upcoming events at UBS Arena include Machel Montano, PWHL New York - Women’s Professional
Hockey, ENHYPEN, Nate Bargatze, Tim McGraw, Hot 97 Summer Jam, Aventura, Chris Brown,
Jennifer Lopez, Cirque du Soleil OVO and Jelly Roll. The arena was also recently named the host to
the 2026 NHL All-Star Game.

To learn more about these and all the other premium spaces available at UBS Arena, please visit:
https://ubsarena.com/premium-hospitality/
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